The Eternal Road

Drama Ketola from his home. Beaten and forced to walk the Eternal Road towards a foreign Soviet Russia, where
cruelty seems to know no end, his only dream is to Full Cast & Crew - User Reviews - Soundtracks - Tommi Korpela as
Jussi Ketola.The Eternal Road (Finnish: Ikitie) is a drama film, based on a novel by Antti Tuuri, who also co-wrote the
screenplay. The film was directed by Antti-Jussi Reception - Accolades.It is in and trade union activist Jussi Ketola has
just returned to Finland from America. One night he is forcefully taken to the Russian border, flies and gets.Film
Review: 'The Eternal Road'. A dramatic era in Finnish history gets an expensive, staid showcase in the true story of a
Finn forced to spy on.Beaten and forced to walk the Eternal Road towards a foreign Soviet Russia, where cruelty seems
to know no end, his only dream is to return to his family cost it.THE ETERNAL ROAD. by Antti-Jussi Annila.
synopsis. Based on true events an epic story of one man's struggle for survival. Jussi Ketola, returns to Finland from .In
the 's, a Finnish farmer is forced by Soviet Intelligence to infiltrate a farm collective.The hero of Antti Tuuri's book
Ikitie (The Eternal Road), Jussi Ketola, a union activist who has returned to Finland after years of working in America,
is abducted.Based on true events The Eternal Road is an epic story of one man's struggle for survival. Jussi Ketola
returns to Finland from the great depression that struck.The jury of the 33rd Santa Barbara Film Festival said Antti-Jussi
Annila's The Eternal Road tells a 'fascinating story about an unknown period in.The Eternal Road is an unprecedented
work of art, spectacle, and pageantry in the service of a Jewish historical and ideological message. It is unique in
the.Antti Tuuri. The Eternal Road (Ikitie). Jussi Ketola is caught up in the expulsion of the right-wing, anti-Communist
Lapua Movement and sent along the Eternal.The Eternal Road Based on Antti Tuuri's bestselling novel, The Eternal
Road tells the untold story of the many thousands of Communist Americans who.The Eternal Road will be seen in 25
cinemas across Estonia, which is exceptional visibility for a Finnish film in the country.During the s great depression
Stalin invites all the workers of the world to come build a new society based on justice, equality and freedom. More
than.
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